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Determine Keywords You
Want to Rank For

Implement On-Page and OffPage SEO

Monitor Rankings and Refine/Optimise
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1. Determine Keyword(s) You Want to Rank For
Keyword Research Process

Understand the
consumer journey

Conduct keyword
research using
keyword research
tools

Select keywords
you should
prioritise ranking
for

Group keywords
with similar intent
into similar pages
(unique URLs)

Generate a
Spreadsheet with
Your Grouped
Target Keywords
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Understand the Consumer Journey
The consumer journey consists of 3 main stages. It can be used as a guide to develop
marketing campaigns targeting relevant content to each stage the customer is at.

Awareness
At this stage, the consumer is not familiar with a brand’s products and services.
The marketer should run reach and awareness campaigns to put his brand in
front of the consumer.

Engagement
The consumer has expressed interest in the brand and is at the nurturing stage,
where he or she may be actively evaluating a brand and its competitors. The
marketer should strive to increase the number of touch points/brand interactions
to build trust with the consumer.

Purchase
The final stage is where the consumer is ready to make a purchase. The
marketer should present product benefits and show evident differentiation from
the competition to increase conversions.
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Conduct Keyword Research
Use keyword research tools, both paid and free, to generate massive lists of long-tail and short-tail keywords.

Google Keyword Planner

AnswerThePublic

https://ads.google.com/aw/
keywordplanner/ideas/new

https://answerthepublic.com/

Ahrefs Keyword Explorer

SpyFu

https://ahrefs.com/keywordsexplorer

https://www.spyfu.com/

KeywordTool.IO

KWFinder

https://keywordtool.io/

https://kwfinder.com/
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Select Keywords You Should Prioritise Ranking For
Below are various factors you should consider when selecting keywords. In general, you want to select keywords
that align with your objectives. For example, if your objective is to generate traffic so you can sell advertising space,
you want to target keywords that have high search volume regardless of what the purchase intent is.

Long-Tail
Low competition
Keywords that are easy to rank
for. i.e. top 5 results are nonauthoritative domains

Strong purchase intent
Examples of strong purchase intent
keywords include, “buy canon dslr
camera” and “best excel course”

High Search Volume
Authoritative domains can and
should prioritise targeting these
keywords to capture more traffic

Long-tail keywords are generally 3
words or longer and tend to be less
competitive than generic keywords

Location-based
Location-based keywords include
the country name or imply
location intent in the search query

Aligns to Your
Objectives
Ultimately, keyword prioritisation
should align to your objectives. If
your objective is to increase brand
awareness, you should target
keywords with higher search
volumes. If it is to increase sales,
you want to prioritise keywords with
strong purchase intent.
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Group Keywords with Similar Intent into Similar Pages
Search intent is the expectation a searcher has regarding the relevancy and usefulness of the results returned when
using a search engine. Ranking one keyword for every page is no longer recommended. Instead, optimising a single
page for dozens of similar-intent keywords is currently the best practice.

Examples
Social Media Marketing
Course (Keywords)
social media marketing course,
social media workshop,

SEO Course (Keywords)
seo course,
seo course singapore,
seo course skillsfuture

social media marketing classes

Digital Marketing
Strategy Article (Keywords)
what is digital marketing strategy,
digital marketing strategy

Social Media Statistics
Article (Keywords)
social media statistics,
social media statistics singapore
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Generate a Spreadsheet with Your
Grouped Target Keywords
K e y w o r d R e s e a r c h Te m p l a t e a v a i l a b l e a t : h t t p s : / / d o c s . g o o g l e . c o m / s p r e a d s h e e t s / u / 1 / d /
1YVFBik9qaB-90xyHGTI10BVIHMmKtodf3FlONFvtrHU/edit#gid=0
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Summary of Step 1
Determine Keywords You Want to Rank For

Understand the
consumer journey

Group keywords with
similar intent into similar
pages (unique URLs)

Conduct keyword
research using keyword
research tools

Generate a Spreadsheet
with Your Grouped
Target Keywords

Select keywords you
should prioritise ranking
for
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Implement On-Page and Off-Page SEO

Once you’ve determined what keywords you want to

Google your target keywords and analyse the top ten results

rank for, it’s time to take action! Implement on-page and
off-page SEO proficiently and watch your rankings soar!

Create 10X content for each target keyword group
Include target keywords in all essential areas of your page
Mark up your content with Schema.org (if applicable)
Build and maintain internal links
Conduct an SEO website audit to ensure your website is SEOfriendly
Verify your website with Google Search Console and submit
your sitemap
Amplify your content and build backlinks
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Google Your Target Keywords and Analyse the Top 10 Results
Google and analyse the top ten results to see if you can add any unique value on top of the competition.

Can you add unique value?

Can you answer the question (keyword/search query)
10X better than all the results (top 10) combined?

Can you acquire more backlinks than each of
the top 10 results?
If you are confident your content will answer the query better than the top ten results, then develop
an action plan to create/optimise those pages.
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Create 10X Content for Each Target Keyword Group
Creating 10X content means creating content that is 10 times better than any of your competitors ranking on Google.
This will allow the content to amplify itself. Some actionable examples include:
Writing a more comprehensive answer to answer the search
query, and going a step further by including detailed examples.

Social Media Marketing
Course (Keywords)
social media marketing course,
social media workshop,
social media marketing classes

Adding media elements (e.g. video, diagrams, pictures,
infographics) to make your content more visual and appealing.

Social Media Statistics
Article (Keywords)

Rolling out higher quality products and backing them up with
social proof.

social media statistics,
social media statistics singapore

Rolling out higher quality products and backing them up with
social proof.
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Include Target Keywords in All Essential Areas of Your Page
1) Keywords
in URL
2) Keywords in
Meta Description
3) Keywords in
Title Tags

Url: www.webdesign.com/ecommerce-web-design/
<head><meta name=“description” content=“We provide the best and most
affordable commerce web design packages in the market.”>

5) LSI Keywords in
Content Area

<title>E-commerce Web Design Service</title></head>
<h1>E-commerce Web Design Service</h1>
We provide the best custom e-commerce web design services

6) Quality &
Uniqueness of
Content

<h2>Why We Provide The Best Website Design Package</h2>

Image
Keyword
inserted into
Title and/or
Alt Text

4) Keywords in
Subheadings
8) Link out to
relevant sources
if possible
9) Interlink articles
with relevant
anchor text
(Site architecture)

Designing a site requires…

Website creation process…

View our other web design packages ->

7) Keywords in Image
Title & Alt Tags
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Mark Up Your Content with Schema.Org (if Applicable)
Qualifying content types that can be marked up and displayed as rich snippets on Google can be found here
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/article

If you have video content, you can mark up
your content with video Schema to allow it to
appear in video search results.

If you’re a review website, you can mark your
pages with review Schema in order to display
the “rating” rich snippets.
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Build and Maintain Internal Links
Internal links help to signal to Google which pages are important and provide relevant context, which helps to
increase overall website rankings. Pages with many incoming internal links are deemed more important and rank
better than pages with little to no incoming links.
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Conduct an SEO Website Audit to Ensure Your Website
is SEO-friendly
Technical SEO issues are a frequent occurrence. Minor issues such as
missing SEO tags usually don’t do much harm to your rankings. But not
keeping them in check can lead to a gradual drop in rankings over time. It is
recommended to conduct a technical SEO audit at least once a month with
tools such as Ahrefs, Semrush, ScreamingFrog, and Google Search Console.

Potential Technical SEO Issues:
Errors
Major errors include site not being
mobile friendly, pages loading slowly,
blocking search engine spiders.

Warning
Thin content, duplicate content,
missing SEO tags, wrong
implementation of SEO tags

Notices
Un-secure website (Not
HTTPS), images need to be
compressed, orphan pages.

Source: www.ahrefs.com Site Audit Tool
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Verify Your Website with Google Search Console and
Submit Your Sitemap

Verify your website with Google Search
Console at:
https://search.google.com/search-console/
about
Create an XML sitemap and upload it to
Google Search Console => Sitemaps
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Amplify Your Content and Build Backlinks
Amplifying your content via social media and digital PR helps your brand earn mentions and backlinks. These signals are picked up by
Google and contribute to the trust and authority “equity” of your domain name. The higher the authority and trust signals of your domain,
the better your overall rankings. If you’re starting out and find it difficult to earn backlinks, start with this 4-step link building process.

3 M a i n Ty p e s o f O f f - P a g e S E O Ta c t i c s

Submission-Based Link Building
These links are submitted to niche directories, resource
pages, guest posting, forum posting, private blogs, etc.

Manual Outreach
Acquiring backlinks through this method requires effective
email outreach templates, a great value proposition, and
good relationships with webmasters and influencers.

Content Amplification via Social Media, Digital PR, etc.
This is the toughest method to guarantee backlinks, as it requires
content that provides immense value and viral elements in order to go
viral and earn backlinks. Even though going viral may earn you a ton
of social shares, it may not earn you any backlinks.

01
02
03
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Summary of Step 2
Implement On-Page and Off-Page SEO

Google your target
keywords and analyse the
top ten results

Build and maintain
internal links

Create 10X content for
each target keyword
group

Verify your website with
Google Search Console
and submit your sitemap

Include target keywords
in all essential areas of
your page

Conduct an SEO website
audit to ensure your
website is SEO-friendly

Mark up your content
with Schema.org (if
applicable)

Amplify your content
and build backlinks
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Monitor Rankings and Refine/Optimise
“To guarantee success, spend 95% of your time defining the problem and 5% of the time solving it.” - Avinish
Kaushik. Well, probably not 95% of the time, but you get the meaning. In this section, we will go through how to
interpret SEO reports and improve not just your keyword rankings, but your business.

Set Up Keyword
Ranking Report

Analyse Keyword
Rankings

Measure KPIs and
ROI

Develop
Optimisation Plan
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Set Up Keyword Ranking Report

Import your keyword research lists into
keyword ranking reporting tools such as:
• Ahrefs
• Semrush
• SERPROBOT
Alternatively, link Google Search Console to
Google Analytics and track the average
ranking position.
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Analyse Keyword Rankings - Case Study 1
How do you rank on the 1st page of Google?
Conduct a content audit of your website to identify which keyword rankings can be improved.

Facebook contest

Ranking Position: 33 (Page 3, 3rd position)

In the above example, the webpage is ranking on the first page for certain keywords like “social media contest”, but not so well for
keywords like “facebook contest”. Let’s investigate.
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If we analyse the first page results for the keyword “facebook
contest ideas”, we can see that the title tags all include the
keywords “Facebook”, “Contest”, “Ideas”.

The page that is ranking lower doesn’t include the exact keyword in
the title.

Key takeaway:
To get on the first page of Google, you may
need to create more specific and relevant
content to better address the search query.
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Analyse Keyword Rankings - Case Study 2
How to increase your rankings if you are already ranking on the first page of Google?
Analyse the the top 5 results, formulate hypothetical scenarios, and gather evidences.

?
?
?

The top ranking page has 27 different websites linking to it, while
the 6th ranking position only has 14. Of course, the authority and
relevancy of the referring domains are also a ranking factor.
However, in this case, the referring domains is almost double.
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Both content are comprehensive with good use of visual elements (e.g. images, screenshots). However, the top ranking page on the
left provides more ideas. This could result in a higher click through rate i.e. searchers preferring to click on the left example, spending
more time on the page, etc. Google picks up these signals over time and determines the ranking positions accordingly.

https://blog.wishpond.com/post/55008555655/5-sure-firefacebook-contest-ideas

https://blog.apollineadiju.com/facebook-contest-ideas/

Key takeaways:
To rank on the top 5 results:
✓ Create more relevant content for
lower ranking keywords
✓ Reprioritise keyword optimisation
on the same page
✓ Improve the quality and relevancy
of the content
✓ Increase internal links and
backlinks to the page
✓ Make your search result snippet
enticing to click through
Or a combination of the above
mentioned
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Measure KPIs and ROI
Measuring SEO Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Return on Investment (ROI) from the organic search channel allows
you to make better business decisions. For example, how much to invest in hiring an SEO/SEO agency, which keywords and
content to focus on in order to boost total traffic volume, and how to increase conversions from organic search traffic.

Keyword
Rankings

Visibility
Conversion and
Conversion Value
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9/1/02

0
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Conversions and Conversion Value
In Google Analytics, navigate to Conversions => Multi-Channel Funnels => Assisted Conversions. In this report, you can track the total number
of conversions and conversion value from Organic Search. Use this figure as a benchmark to improve this KPI for the following year.
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Engagement
In Google Analytics, navigate to Audience => Overview. Select Segment and check “Organic Traffic”. This report will provide you with engagement metrics from
organic search vs all other traffic sources. We can view key engagement metrics such as average session duration, bounce rates, pages per session, and new vs
returning visitors. Use this data as a benchmark and improve on them the following year.

Select “Organic Traﬃc”
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Visibility
Using an SEO tool like Ahrefs, we can track the percentage of click for all tracked keywords. Improve your
content in terms of relevancy, make your titles and meta descriptions more “clickable”, and increase your
ranking positions to generate higher visibility metrics.
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Traffic
In Google Analytics, navigate to Acquisition => All Traffic => Channels to check your
traffic stats generated from the organic search channel. Use this figure as a benchmark
to improve traffic KPI for the following year.
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Keyword Rankings
Using an SEO tool like Ahrefs, you can track the total number of keywords your website
is ranking for. The more content you create and the more you amplify your content, the
higher this metric will be.
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Develop Optimisation Plan
Develop an optimisation plan that may include the following actions:
✓ Creating more relevant content for lower ranking keywords
✓ Reprioritising keyword optimisation on the same page
✓ Improving the quality and relevancy of the content
✓ Increasing internal links and backlinks to the page
Or a combination of the above mentioned
Download action plan templates: http://stunningmotivation.com/action-plan-templates/
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Summary of Step 3
Monitor Rankings and Refine/Optimise

Set up Keyword
Ranking Report

Measure KPIs and
ROI

Analyse Keyword
Rankings

Develop Optimisation
Plan
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Summary of SEO Implementation Plan
SEO is a continuous optimisation process and requires a dedicated SEO specialist if you
want to maximise the benefits of this marketing channel.

Determine Keywords
You Want to Rank For

Implement On-Page
and Off-Page SEO

Monitor Rankings and
Refine/Optimise

✔ Understand the consumer journey

✔ Google your target keywords and analyse

✔ Set Up Keyword Ranking Report

✔ Conduct keyword research using

the top ten results

✔ Analyse Keyword Rankings

keyword research tools

✔ Create 10X content for each target

✔ Measure KPIs and ROI

✔ Select keywords you should prioritise

keyword group

✔ Develop Optimisation Plan

ranking for

✔ Include target keywords in all essential

✔ Group keywords with similar intent into

areas of your page

similar pages (unique URLs)

✔ Mark up your content with Schema.org (if

✔ Generate a Spreadsheet with Your

applicable)

Grouped Target Keywords

✔ Build and maintain internal linksAmplify
your content and build backlinks
✔ Conduct an SEO website audit to ensure
your website is SEO-friendly
✔ Verify your website with Google Search
Console and submit your sitemap
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